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Two parameter foundation models represe nt accurately the foundation characteri stics compared to the simple, si ngle
parameter model (Wi nkler model ). The widely used two parameter foundation model is the Pasternak foundation model.
Further, beams on elastic foundation exhibit an interesti ng phenomenon of changing mode shapes (from the first mode to
the second mode and so on) for both buckling and free vibration problems at specific foundation stiffnesses parameter(s).
While, evaluating the fou ndation stiffness para meter for beams on Winkler foundation , for both the buckling and vibration
problems is easy, in the case of the two parameter uniform or variable foundations, the procedure is more involved. Further,
most of the practicing engineers are very familiar with the Winkler foundation than the two parameter found ations. Hence,
it will be very useful and elegant if one obtains an equivalent uniform Winkler foundation to represent the uniform or variable two parameter elastic foundation s, for example, th e Pasternak foundation, such an attempt is made in this paper. The
efficacy of the concept of the equivalent uniform Winkler found ation, in determining the first transition stiffness parameteres) of mode shapes for the buckling and free vibration problems of beams on either a uniform or a variable Pasternak
found ation is clearly demonstrated .

Buckling and free vibrations of beams on elastic
foundation are the common engineering problems
encountered in many fields of engineering. A specific,
well-known example of this problem is the buckling
and vibration of welded rails on the track, which can
be modeled as a beam on elastic foundation.
The simplest foundation model used by many
practicing engineers is the Winkler l foundation,
where the pressure p(x) exerted by the foundation on
the beam is given by:
... (1)

where k j is the Winkler foundation stiffness, w is
the lateral displacement and x is the axial coordinate
of the beam.
However, to have a more realistic and approaching
to the actual behaviour of the foundations , two parameter foundation models are developed. A very
good and brief discussion on these two parameter
foundations can be seen in Ref. (2). Out of these two
parameter foundation models, Pasternak foundation
modee is the widely used one. In the Pasternak foun*E-mail: gv _rao@vssc.org

dation the pressure p (x), exerted by the foundation
on the beam is given by:
... (2)

where the first parameter kj is the usual Winkler
foundation stiffness and the second parameter k2 represents the shear stiffness. A schematic representation
of a beam on a uniform Pasternak foundation is
shown in Fig. I a.
Most of the practicing engineers are familiar with
the analysis of beams with the simple Winkler foundation model. The two parameter foundation models
introduce additional complexities to obtain the solution whether the problem is static, free vibration or
buckling. Further, variable two parameter foundation
models 4 ,5 increase the complexity . As such, while
dealing with the two parameter uniform or variable
foundations, it is attractive to obtain an equivalent
Winkler foundation . In Ref. (6), such an attempt is
made to obtain the free vibration and buckling behaviour of beams on uniform Pasternak foundation
using the concept of equivalent Winkler foundation.
Another important phenomenon in the buckling
and free vibration problems of uniform beams is the
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where E is the Young's modulus, I is the area moment
of inertia, L is the length of the beam and P is the applied end axial compressive load and ( )' denotes
differentiation with respect to the axial coordinate x.
Non-dimensionalising Eq. (3) with the following
quantities:

b) Beam on uniform equivaent Winkler foundation
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Fig. I- Schematic representation of uniform beam on uniform
Pasternak foundation and on uniform equivalent Winkler foundation
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change of mode shapes of buckling and free vibration
for certain combination of the two parameters of the
Pasternak foundation. This phenomenon is well discussed by Timoshenko and Gere 7 for the beams on
uniform Winkler foundation. However, a similar
study does not seem to be available for uniform or
variable Pasternak foundation.
In this paper, the concept of the equivalent uniform
Winkler foundation 6 is applied to capture the phenomenon of the mode shape changes in both buckling
and free vibration problems of uniform beams on either a uniform or a variable two parameter Pasternak
foundation. The conditions for mode shape changes
(from the first mode to the second mode) for both
buckling and free vibration problem are derived. The
author is of the opinion that this user friendly and
simple method is very much helpful for practicing
engineers, who are much familiar in dealing with the
uniform Winkler foundation.
The energy method is used to obtain the equivalent
uniform Winkler foundation stiffness representing the
uniform or variable Pasternak foundation .

Eq. (3) can be written as:

... (4)

EI !
k I.!!
JIB = - f (W?dX +_eq-f(W/dX
2L 0
2 0
- PL

2

f (Wj2dX

... (5)

0

For a simply supported beam, the admissible function for W, which satisfies all the essential boundary
conditions, can be taken as:
W =a sin m n:X

.. . (6)

where a is an undetermined coefficient and m is mode
number.
From Eqs (5) and (6), minimizations of the total
potential energy gives the buckling load parameter

Ab (= PL2 lEI) as
1

_
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. .. (7)

=keq L 4 lEI) is the equivalent foundation

'llleoretical

where

Condition for mode shape changes for the equivalent winkler
foundation

stiffness parameter.
It may be noted here that the equivalent Winkler
stiffness parameter to represent a uniform or variable
Pasternak foundation is mode (m) dependent. The expressions for Ab ( m=!) and Ab ( 111=2) are given from Eq.

For the simply supported beam resting on the
equivalent, uniform Winkler foundation of stiffness
keq , the transition stiffness where the mode shape
changes from a half sine wave to a full sine wave,
hereafter called as the first transition, can be obtained
by considering the corresponding energies for both
the buckling and free vibration problems.

Keq(

(7) as
2
K eq1
Ab( lII =l ) =n: + -2n:

. . . (8)-

Buckling problem

In the case of the buckling problem the total potential energy n B is gi ven by:

an d

1

/lb( 111=2 )

=

4

2
K eq2
n: + - - 2
4n:

. .. (9)
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K eql and K eq2 are the equivalent Winkler

(17)

stiffness parameters for m = 1 and m = 2 respectively.
Now, the condition for first transition is given by:

which gives the equation in terms of K eql and K eq2

where

. .. (10)

(defined earlier) as:
.. . (18)

which gives

4 Keql - Keq2 = 127(;4

... (11)

Evaluation of equivalent uniform winkler foundation stiffness

Vibration problem

In this section, an energy method, to evaluate the
equivalent uniform Winkler foundation stiffness to
represent a variable Pasternak foundation is given.
The two stiffness constants in the case of a variable
Pasternak foundation are represented by:

In the case of the free vibration problem the potential ilv can be written as:

kl(x)=kIFI(x)

(19)

and k2 (x)=k 2F2(x)

(20)

Eq. (11) gives the condition for the first transition
to occur in terms of the equivalent foundation stiffness parameters.

EI L
k L
ilv =-f (w"/dx+-.!2... f (w/dx
2 0
2 0
2 L

J:

-~f(w/dx
2

... (12)

Then the energy stored in the Pasternak foundation
U FP is written as:

0

where 6 is the mass density per unit length and OJ is
the radian frequency.
Using the non-dimensional quantities for wand x
as given in Eq. (4), Eq. (12) is written as:

EI
ilv = 2L

L

f (W/
0

FP

=-I-fF (X)(W/dX +-2-fF (X)(W'y2dX
2 0 I
2 0 2
. . . (21)

which can be represented as:

e-f (W/dX

kq
dX +_e_
2

L

... (22)

0
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J:

k e L k LL

U

2

... (13)

For the case of a simply supported beam, using the
same displacement distribution for W, as given in
2

Eq. (6), the frequency parameter AJ (= 0 w L4 lEI) can
be obtained for any mas:

... (14)

The expressions for II and 12 can be identified
from Eq. (21).
If keq is the equivalent, uniform Winkler foundation stiffness the energy stored U FW in this foundation is given by:

k

2

Following the same procedure as the buckling
problem the frequency parameters for m = 1 and m =
2 are obtained as:
(15)
(16)
Again, for the vibration problem the first transition
can be obtained using the condition that:

e

I

U FW =_e_q-f(W/dX

... (23)

0

... (24)
The expression for 13 can be easily identified from
Eq. (23).
If the energy stored in the equivalent uniform Winkler foundation and the variable Pasternak foundation
is the same, then from Eqs (22) and (24), we obtain
the equivalent foundation stiffness as:
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... (31)

. . . (25)
Substituting this value of

k eq

in either Eg. (3) for

buckling problem or Eq. (13) for vibration problem
and following the rest of the procedure as given in the
previous section, we can obtain the conditions for the
first transition to occur for the beams on the Pasternak
foundation.
Specific examples

Two specific cases of Pasternak foundation, (i) a
uniform Pasternak foundation and (ii) a variable Pasternak foundation with the two stiffness coefficients
varying sinusoidally with the axial coordinate x are
considered in the present study.
Uniform Pasternak foundation

A schematic representation of a uniform Pasternak
foundation and its equivalent uniform Winkler foundation are shown in Fig. I. In this case the values of
the two stiffness coefficients k, and k2 are constant.

Following the methodology presented in the previous
sections , the equivalent, uniform Winkler foundation
stiffness for this case can be obtained from Eq . (25),
as :

... (26)
and Keql for m = J and Keq2 for m = 2 are given by :
(27)
(28)

or, in the non-dimensional form,
4

K eql

(=k

KI (

= k~lL4]

eq,

J

ELJ ' K eq2

and K 2

[=

4

eq2

J

This is nothing but the solution given in Timoshenko and Gere 7 . Hence, it can be concluded that
for the buckling problem of a uniform beam on the
uniform Pasternak foundation, the first transition is
governed by only the first stiffness (Winkler stiffness)
parameter; the effect of the second sti ffness parameter
is nil on the first transition value.
The first transition stiffness, in the case of the free
vibration problem, can be obtained by substituting the
values of K eq l and K eq2 in Eq. (18), as:

... (32)
For a transition, in the free vibration problem to
occur, the value of the second stiffness parameter of
the uniform Pasternak foundation K2 has to be negative which is not a physically feas ible situation.
Hence, it is concluded that the phenomenon of transition (from m = 1 to m = 2) does not exi st is the case of
a uniform beam on the uniform Pasternak foundation.
Variable Pasternak foundation

The concept of an equivalent uniform Winkler
foundation, developed in this paper is appljed here for
the case of a simply supported beam resting on a variable Pasternak foundation. A schematic representation
of a variable Pasternak foundation (both the stiffnesses of the foundation varying sinusoidally with x)
and its equivalent uniform Winkler foundation are
shown in Fig. 2.
The foundation stiffness k, and k2 vary as:
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(29)
(30)

Substituting Eqs (29) and (30) in Eq. (11) , we get
the first transition condition for buckling problem, as:

b) Beam on LJ1iform equivalent Winkler iOlndation

Fig. 2-Schematic representation of uniform beam on variable
Pasternak foundation and on uniform equiva lent Winkler foundation
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(33)
(34)

The equivalent uniform Winkler foundation stiffness parameters for m = I and m = 2 are obtained using the procedure described in the earlier sections, as:
... (35)

... (36)
For the buckling problem, substituting the values
K eq j and K eq2 in the condition for first transition,

of

Eq. (11), we obtain the relation between K j and K 2 ,
for transition to occur, as:
. . . (37)

and for the free vibration problem, the condition for
the first transition from Eq. (18) is:
K _ 23
j

2

2
7C

K = 225 7C 5
2

... (38)

5

It may be noted here that the present conditions,
obtained by using the concept of uniform equivalent
Winkler foundation are matching exactly with those
of Rao and Raju B, in which the conditions are directly
derived using the standard procedure given by Timoshenko and Gere 7 •

Results and Discussion
The values of the first transition stiffness parameter
for both the buckling and vibration problem for a
simply supported beam on a uniform Pasternak foundation is obtained by using the concept of equivalent
uniform Winkler foundation . It is observed that in the
case of the uniform Pasternak foundation, the first
transition foundation stiffness is dependent only on
the stiffness parameter K j (Winkler stiffness parameter of the two parameter foundations, in general),
and the value is exactly equal to that of the beam on
uniform Winkler foundation, for the buckling problem. For the free vibration problem, the first transition
foundation stiffness is dependent only on K2 , but is
negative, which is not physically feasible. Hence, a
transition of the mode shape does not exist, for the
free vibration problem in the case of a uniform Pasternak foundation.
The summary of results, for the variable Pasternak
foundation, obtained by using the concept of equivalent uniform Winkler foundation, for the first transition of both buckling and free vibration problems is
presented in Table 1. For the variable Pasternak foundation considered in this paper, the first transition of
mode shapes is dependent on both the stiffness parameters K j and K 2 • The conditions for the first
transition are exactly matching with those obtained by
Rao and Raju B following the general procedure given
by Timoshenko and Gere 7 . The vanatIon of
K j and K 2 for practically applicable values of K 2 ,
for the first transition to occur, is given in Fig. 3 for
the buckling problem and in Fig. 4 for the free vibra-

Table I- Summary of results fo r a uniform beam on variable Pasternak foundation
Expression for the first foundation stiffness

k/ sin 7CX

Expression for the second foundation stiffness

k2 si n 7(; X

Equivalent uniform Winkler stiffness parameter

K eq /

for m = 1

Equivalent unifo rm Winkler stiffness parameter

K ef/2

for

Condition for th e first tran si ti o n

fo~

//I
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~K + 47(; K
37(;

3

2

~K+Il27r:K

=2

the buckling problem in terms of

/

157(;

K eq

(independent of foundation stiffness variation)
Condit ion for the first transition for th e buckling problem in terms of
K / and K 2

/

5

.

2

4 K eq/ -Keq2 = 127(;4
2

K -!!.-K =45 7(;5
/
4
2
32

Condition for th e first tran sition for the free vibratio n problem in terms of
K eq (independent of foundation stiffness variation)
Condition for the first transition for the free vibration problem in terms of
K / and K 2

K _ 237(;2 K =225 7(;5
/

2

2

8
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tion problem. It is seen here that both the values
of K, and K2 are positive and hence physically

One can use this concept, to generate the equivalent
uni form Winkler foundation stiffnesses to represent a
variety of practically occurring variable two parameter fou ndations.

feas ible.

Conclusions
The concept of equivalent uniform Winkler foundation to represent the two parameter uniform or variable elastic foundations (for example, Pasternak foundation) is proposed in thi s paper, to determine the
combination of the stiffness parameters, for which the
fi rst transition of mode shapes, for the buckling and
free vibrati o n problems of uniform beams. Transition
stiffness parameters are obtained for both the uni fo rm
and variable Pasternak foundation, which match exactly with the earlier sol utions available in the literature. The concept of arriving at an equivalent uniform
Winkler foundation is sim ple and general and can be
eas ily and effectively used by practic ing engineers.
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